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Task template and configuration define a task that miners have to solve to propose a 
valid block.

The weights of the first layer of the Neural Network are set based on a surjective 
mapping function that takes as input the modified Merkle tree root. This process is 
called encoding. Weights are kept fixed during the training phase so that a change in 
any transaction of the winning block modifies the model in a detectable way.

Three logically distinct entities participate to the blockchain:
• Clients. They continuously broadcast transactions to Miners
• Miners. Each miner defines its own task from the task template provided by 

Suppliers and its locally computed configuration. Miners propose and rank 
solutions to establish the next-to-be-appended block to the blockchain.

• Suppliers. They are centralized non-trusted entities which provide data and 
pay for the training cost.

The blockchain grows in time, where each block is a trained model that won 
the competition for the specific epoch.

A Merkle tree is built with transactions as leaves. 
In addition, the tree is modified because the root contains the 
cryptographic hash of the dataset of the current epoch and the 
block header.

* **

Suppliers send task templates to 
miners, with references to:
• A deposited training reward
• A deposited stake
• A train set
• A commitment to its test set


